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b:lice constant) about InO·91Te. The InaTe4 
l~pcars to form peritectically; when it is melted 
~~dcr a pressure of ,...., 30 kbar, then cooled and 
rrcssurc released, a mixture of at least the defect 
\lCI-type and In3Te4 phases is obtained. It is 
rrobable that the In3Te4 phase, in this case, 
contains excess Te. 

The pressure-induced In3Te4 phase is a super
conductor. The most nearly stoichiometric one has 
• transition at 1·25-1·15°K. The superconduc
til;ty of this phase has been discussed in the sec
tion on the NaCl-type phases and in Ref. 2. 

SoME RESULTS OF PRESSURE TEMPERATURE 
EXPERIMENTS ON InaTes 

Thc prcssure-temperature diagram of In2Te3 
delermincd by differential thermal analysis will be 
the subject of a subsequent paper. In this section 
lie discuss the nature of some of the specimens 
oblained after being subjected to various pressures 
and tcmperatures, then cooled and pressure re
lC1sed. The results on the In2Te3 are the most 
difficult to unravel. 

It appears that there exists at high pressures an 
InlTc3 phase which is isostructural with the well
known Bi2Te3, (21) but it cannot be retained metast
ably as a single phase. It is not a trivial matter to 
discern the Bi2Te3-type phase in the powder 
p4tterns, because whenever it is present, the 
In3Te4-type phase is present also and the struc
lures of the two are clm1ely related. Both structures 
belong to the same space group; both have all 
aloms on the threefold axis. As shown earlier, 
In3Tc4 has the sequence -In-Te-Te-In-In-Te
Te-In-, dividing the threefold axis body diagonal 
in approximately sevenths, while the In2Te3 
must have the sequence - Te-Te-In-In-Te-Te-' 
diriding the threefold axis body diagonal in 
approximately fifths. The hexagonal a-axes of the 
two phases are very nearly equal in length and as 
one would expect the ratio of the hexagonal c-axes 
(threefold axis body diagonals) of the In2Tes to 
In3Te4 is very nearly 5 : 7 (see below for lattice 
conslants of the former). 

The deduction of the existence of a pressure
induced Bi2Te3-type compound was based mainly 
on the results of 'single crystal' X-ray diffraction 
photography. In each of two runs, a sizeable 
crystalline piece of nonnal fonn In2Tes was put 

into a Teflon cell containing low viscosity silicone 
oil. One was pressurized at about 32 kbar at 400°C, 
the other at about 29 kbar and 340°C. What 
appeared by microscopic examination to be a 
single crystal was isolated from each. In both cases 
however, three phases were intimately co
crystallized. One of these phases has not been 
identified but accounts for 'extra' lines found in 
the powder photographs of most of the specimens 
for which 'extra' lines occur. Tne other two phases 
were the InaTe4 and In2Tea typcs with their 
hexagonal a- and c-a,xes in apparently exact align
ment. The In2Te3 type phase had hexagonal axes 
a = 4·28±0·01 and c = 29·5±0·1 A in both 
cases as measured on Buerger precession camera 
photographs. The In3Te4 phase from the higher 
pressure and temperature experiment had a = 4·28 
±0·01, c = 40·2±0·1 A; the other had a = 4·28 
±0·1, c = 40·4±0·1 A. 

The c-axis lengths of the In3Te4 type phases 
were substantially smaller than found for stoichio
metric or near-stoichiometric In3Te4. Further, the 
00·9 and 00·21 reflections were no longer ob
servable on the precession camera photographs. 
It is probable that changes in stoichiometry pro
duce vacancies and shifts in atomic positions. 

Unfortunately, we have not been able to obtain 
metastably a single phase nonstoichiometric In3 Te4 
type. However, superconductivity tests also indi-' 
cate that some of the In3Te4 types phases obtained 
in the various runs on In2Te3 are nonstoichio
metric. This conclusion is based on the ideas set 
forth above on the nonstoichiometric NaCl-type 
phases. On this basis, excess Te in the In3Te4 type 
phase should result in a decrease of the super
conducting transition temperature. For the speci
men obtained by pressurizing the In2Te3 in the 
Teflon cell at 32 kbar and 340°C, about 60 per 
cent was found to be superconducting at 0·96-
O·77°K. A specimen that was subjected to 60 kbar 
and 730°C in a differential thermal analysis experi
ment was found to contain the NaCI, In3Te4 and 
In2Tea types. This specimen had two transitions, 
about 20 per cent of it at 1·25-1·00oK (the NaCI
type phase) and about 20 per cent at 0·5-0·36°K, 
most likely, the InaTe4-type phase. On the basis 
of our ideas, it is considered very unlikely that the 
In2Te3 phase is superconducting. 

A diffractometer pattern was taken of In2Te3 
which had been pressurized at about 29 kbar and 
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